
TAKE IT TO ART
NOTES FOR LESSON # 3-- mAY 19, 2021 

For this lesson, we will make the final subtle edits to get your painting to the

stage of completion. This is stage THREE of THREE for this month's adventure! 

We will delve a little more into the guidelines that shape good paintings into

great ones, and continue to learn to critique our work and make intentional

edits that integrate the elements of style with the style of this particular work.

We will mostly talk about contrast in various elements and colour shifts.

The changes you make to your piece in this stage can be more subtle...

perhaps even indiscernible. But they can be the difference between a really

good painting and one that makes your jaw drop.

If you are truly ecstatic with your piece already, feel free to start a new

intuitive painting (like week 1) to practice letting go a little more!

LESSON 2: INTEGRATION

( C )  L I S A  G O L E M  A R T ,  2 0 2 1  

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.”
 -Pablo Picasso



Contrasting the various elements of composition really adds magic to your

paintings. But contrast between what and what? Really you can contrast so

many things, but to get you started thinking, here are some of the main

elements of a composition that artists use to create contrast.

VALUE (light/dark):  This is probably the most common way to draw the

eye and to create drama. Think about your photo editor; bumping up the

contrast can make a photo really pop. More on this in the next section.                 

COLOUR:  Contrast complimentary colours, degree of saturation of colour,

temperature (warm/cool). See next section for more colour guidance. 

CLUTTERED/SPACIOUS: Depending on personality, an artist will often tend

to gravitate to one of these more than the other. For me, I love complexity,

depth and clutter far more than spacious resting places in my work! But it's

really wise to critique this in your own work... Is it too busy or frenetic? Is

every colour everywhere? Is it too quiet or restful? Is there edits I could make

to balance these two things or contrast them? 

TEXTURED/SMOOTH: It can be very effective to have contrasting areas that

have thinner/smooth paint vs thicker/textured paint applications. Evaluate

your piece in this regard and decide if creating more or less texture in some

areas could provide a nice contrast.

LARGE/SMALL SHAPES: It can be effective to have repeating shapes in a

composition; however, if they are all the same shape and size it can bore

the viewer. If you use shapes in your composition, think about whether

contrasting the size would make a more visually interesting composition.

STRAIGHT/CURVED LINES: Some tend to like rounded, curved or organic

lines and brush strokes; some tend to prefer straight, squared edges or

strokes. Contrasting the types of lines can be a very effective strategy.

CONTRAST IS YOUR FRIEND:
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“I found I could say things with color and shapes that I couldn’t
say any other way—things I had no words for.”

  --Georgia O'Keeffe



COLOUR TEMPERATURE: Temperature is the warmth or coolness of a colour.

RED, YELLOW & ORANGE are warm colours and will tend to pop forward.

BLUE, GREEN & PURPLE are cooler and will recede (green and purple can
become warmer if they pull more toward either yellow or red). There is no

hard and fast rule, but typically cool colours are more restful and warmer are

more exciting.

COLOUR SATURATION: Colours are most saturated right out of the tube.

When you add white or black or another colour, it becomes less saturated.

Think of 'intensity' of the colour. Many times newer painters will use a lot of the

colours out of the tube and end up with very saturated colour stories. This type

of work 'feels' less sophisticated and tells only 'one side of the story'.  So when

you are critiquing, it is wise to look for a balance of saturated vs desaturated

colours to tell both sides of the story. A really great way to create a beautiful

muted desaturated tone is to add complimentary colours together... when that

tone is used beside a saturated tone of either colour, it helps the saturated

colour really sing! 

 

COLOUR VALUE:      This is the most important decision because the

human eye notices value contrasts before colour contrasts. The best way

to see if your painting has enough contrast is to take a photo and convert

it to greyscale. This will quickly let you see if your design has enough lights

and darks. Parts of your painting need to sit quietly as places of rest (i.e.

have similar tonal values). Choose where you want the 'pop'. In my piece

below, I'm thinking more darks in the focal area could have improved the

'pop'.                           

COLOUR CONSIDERATIONS:
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